
For Justin, a medical professional, determining whether there is an actual emergency
occurring or a perception of one can be challenging.  
 
List the 2 ways he initially handles these moments and share how you handle moments of
uncertainty in your environment?
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Justin Bosley: The Tyranny of Now

Perception is a power concept when it comes to skilled communication and leadership.
Brett discussed the need to dive deeper and listen in order to validate concerns. What 5
strategies does Justin mention when trying to listen more effectively when talking to his
patients?

Reflect back on your daily interactions, have you consciously used one of these listening
strategies?  Was the end result what you were hoping for?

This episode is entitled the “Tyranny of Now.” What does Justin mean here and how can
we prevent ourselves from being overcome by this statement?
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Justin shares his experiences as a competitive athlete and how his interactions have been
shaped because of those experiences. Are there any experiences in your past that you feel
have positively or negatively affected your interactions with clients? Provide 1-2 examples
and identify their impact?
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Referring to elite athletics Justin states, “The top of the mountain is the coldest, windiest,
most lonely and the farthest away from resources” Do you agree with the statement why
or why not?

Regardless of industry, the question is often asked; is what I am doing really helping?
Brett mentions this can be a way for coaches to validate their work. How do you address
this question? Has it changed over time?

Justin and Brett talk leadership and the need to be adaptive and fluid during extreme
situations. Do you find your leadership style changes during these circumstances? If so, did
the change in style reach the desired outcome? Explain.
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ABOUT

Join us as we dive more deeply into what it takes to change attitudes, outcomes
& behaviors across a variety of world-class environments. Our guests include a
wide range of professionals ranging from coaching, law enforcement, scientists,

managers, military and entrepreneurs.
 

While I may originally be a strength and conditioning coach by trade- my work
now spans across the corporate realm, military setting and beyond. If you work
with people in any capacity and are fascinated by what makes them tick, this

show is for you!
 

Each episode is packed with tactical insights as we prioritize providing you with
key take-aways, instead mass produced "surface level" advice. Expect to be

challenged, expect to be surprised and expect to maybe find a few laughs along
the way as well.
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